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Want to try a simple piecing method that's fun for stitchers of all skill levels and creates intricate

quilts that look precisely pieced? Crazy piecing, Janet Rae Nesbitt's one-of-a-kind technique, gives

your quilts a complex look, but it's easy and fun to do! Clear instructions ensure success as you

dive into this addictive and unique method, stitching boats, owls, stars, moose, and other

cabin-themed quilts.No need to worry about precision with this liberating piecing technique--trim

your blocks to fit instead of struggling with exact 1/4-inch seam allowancesCreate pieced table

runners, wall hangings, and bed-sized quilts with an appliqued lookFans of Crazy piecing will enjoy

discovering all-new patterns to stitch
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I'm pretty sure my style of quilting is crazy, too! Is always nice to find the same attributes in a fellow

quilter.Since a couple of my kids spent time at the beach this summer, I decided to give Janet's

'Crazy Sand Dollars' a whirl through my sewing machine. All I have to say about that is OH HOW

FUN!!!I like to switch my quilt projects off and on so I don't become bored and then stifled by any

one project (see, that shows my craziness already!). So I made a half-dozen 'Crazy San Dollars'

quilt blocks and then put the pile away and will pick it up again when I'm ready to rotate to it. I don't

even pick my fabric out all at once - scrappy suits me much better!'What a Hoot' is on my to-do list.

Those owls are just too darned cute to pass up! Not to mention the appliqued words - again, too

cute to pass up!I could go on and on but suffice it to say I will probably be making nearly all of the



quilts showcased in this great book.I received this book in exchange for my honest opinion via this

review. I would NOT have given it such a high rating if it wasn't worthy of such.

I am a long time fan of Janet Nesbitt's designs and this book represents some of her finest work. I

am nearly finished sewing "Sand Dollars" and looking forward to my next quilt. The pattern is great,

the instructions are easy to understand, and the results are stunning!

The projects in this book are created with what the author/designer calls "crazies" piecing technique.

Kind of like stack and wack. So it is a very efficient way of cutting pieces for multiple blocks. The

designs are beyond cute and festive. My personal fave is an owls on branches quilt that so fun!
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